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A quick system for you.
This system follows the Nap selections of the daily newspaper racing correspondents and at
times these have winning runs and losing runs. We want to follow them AFTER they have a
losing run.
Each day note the nap selection of your selected newspaper tipster. Many papers have two
experts giving tips on the races. You can also choose any from the Naps table of tipsters in
the Racing Post.
It is suggested that you select a list of between 2 and 6 to follow and you could use the nap
and next best selections (NB) from the two in your daily paper which will give you 4 to
follow.
Each tipster is allowed a run of 6 consecutive losers. When this happens the nap selection is
backed using rising stakes of 1-2-4-8 and Stop At A Winner. Then wait until the tipster has
another run of 6 losers on the run.
If the tipster fails to find a winner from the next 4 bets after 6 losers (meaning 10 losing
naps on the trot which we are expecting not to happen), then this run has failed and you
lose 15 points in total.
If this does occur, you then wait for the next winner and then a further 6 losers on the trot.
At this point you could increase the staking to 2-4-8-16 but this is up to you.

Bonus System.
Big handicap races offer the chance of a big odds winner and this system looks for one or
two of these every day.
Statistically, over 65% of all big field handicap winners come from the horses carrying the 6
highest weights and when you can ally this with some form rules too, you will have an
outstanding chance of picking a winner or two at decent prices.
Class tells in racing and the better rated horses carry the bigger weights.
Whilst winners do come from lower down the handicap, we are going to stick with the stats
and the group of horses that head the weights.
When considering the form, any horse who has solid win and placed form has to have a
good chance of doing so again, even more so if it is highly weighted.
To find the weight a horse is carrying, look at the Racing Post cards as an example and you
will see this under the WGT column.

It is the same format wherever you look for this and will show as 9-11 if the horse is set to
carry 9 stone 11 pounds and ignore any weight claims by the jockeys.
Firstly we need to apply a sliding scale of weights depending on the number of runners.
Remember Handicap races only!
15 or more runners, consider the first 6 in the weights
13 or 14 runners, consider the first 5 in the weights
11 or 12 runners, consider the first 4 in the weight
Ignore all races with 10 or less as the prices will probably be too short.
If there are joint weighted horses you may end up considering more than the number stated
but this is fine.
From the horses considered, bet any horse that has finished 1 st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th in all its last 3
races.
If you prefer to back just one horse per day then choose the horse with the largest forecast
odds.
Thanks and good luck.
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